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Discrimination has a long major issue around the world, most especially on the
basis of their belief or religion.
Ethnic communities have often used religion to express their identity and until
now there has been no specific protection against discrimination for most religious
groups.
There is still widespread ignorance and indifference towards religion and in
organizational settings this may allow ‘unwitting’ and institutional discrimination to
thrive.
It is not good to be treated unequally as for what a person’s religion is, sometimes
we find difficult to find jobs or be in a new community especially if you are a muslim
like me. If you go abroad there is this specific place that you are suit in, like in a muslim
countries such as Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Brunei and so on.
How about when you are interested to work in countries were Christian people are
more dominant there is always and sometimes hesitation, some results would be refusing
to promote someone because of her religion, refusing to allow her access to company
benefits, or firing her on the basis of her religion. It’s really a big disappointment to us
and other religion. A person can also experience this type of mistreatment because she/he
does not have a religion.
As for my opinion, we first need to recognized and understand carefully the
different tradition or culture of religion, respect the rights of people and freedom to
express for what they practice, because all of us are fairly treated by our almighty god.
We should recognized ones human rights, own feelings, beliefs and attitudes that are
discriminatory, try and step back before you judge someone and see things from their
view for a moment.
If this discrimination are long vanish there will be more peace and love around
the world, there will be free from hatred and can move freely.

